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About the Pack 

National Poetry Day will soon be here again.  This year it’s on September 28th and the theme is 
“Freedom”. National Poetry Day is an initiative of the Forward Arts Foundation, a charity that 
celebrates excellence in poetry and widens its audience. Find out more about National Poetry Day 
at http://nationalpoetryday.co.uk/  

In this Chatterbooks Poetry pack we feature some new exciting poetry selected by National Poetry 
Day Manager, Andrea Reece.  

Chatterbooks [ www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks] is a reading group programme for children 
aged 4 to 12 years. It is coordinated by The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame 
Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring 
children’s literacy development by encouraging them to have a really good time reading and talking 
about books. 

The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  
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For help in planning your Chatterbooks meeting, have a look at these Top Tips for a Successful 
Session 

 

 

http://nationalpoetryday.co.uk/
http://www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks
http://www.readingagency.org.uk/
http://readingagency.org.uk/children/practitioners-guides/chatterbooks-resources/chatterbooks-resources.html
http://readingagency.org.uk/children/practitioners-guides/chatterbooks-resources/chatterbooks-resources.html
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Ideas for your Chatterbooks sessions 

 

Things to talk about 

 Your favourite poems – why do you like them?  

 Different types of poems e.g. limerick, haiku, acrostic poems. Do you know 
what these are? Can you think of others? 

 Should a poem rhyme? Do you know any that don’t? 
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Activity ideas 

 
Warm ups 

 

Frame a poem 
Choose a poem and write it out on a page of A4 paper. Then design and draw a frame 
around your poem. 

 

Peg up your poetry 

This is a favourite Chatterbooks group activity! (It came originally from Fordley 
Chatterbooks in North Tyneside) 

Create a washing line of poetry to decorate your library. This is a fun activity which 
works well with younger Chatterbooks children and is ideal for celebrating National 
Poetry Day. 

Get members to look through a selection of poetry books and choose a poem they 
like. Everybody takes a turn to read their chosen poems out to the group. Cut out 
shapes of clothes using cardboard or have readymade templates of clothes to draw 
around and cut out. Write chosen poems on the clothes and decorate.  Hang up the 
washing line in the library and peg up your poetry. 

Materials needed 

 Templates of clothes socks, skirts, knickers, scarfs 

 Scissors 

 Paper or card 

 Felt tip pen 

 Washing line and pegs 

Book stock to select from: 

Raid your poetry shelves and look out for Nick Toczek, Brian Patten, Kaye Umansky, 
Paul Cookson and Sue Heap. 
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Longer activities 

  

Oulipo 

Here’s a fun and freeing activity from National Poetry Day Ambassador Sophie 
Herxheimer.  

OULIPO comes from France and is a way of playing with words and letters. Every year 
poets and mathematicians meet and dream up funny new rules to help them hatch 
ideas about how to think and write. The idea being, if you make some rules it gives 
you new freedoms! This makes me find words I’d never think to use otherwise. 

Warning: it won’t make any sense but it might put pictures in your head! 

Put every letter of your whole name into a big flowerpot as if each one was a little 
seed, then add every letter of the name of your favourite animal and/or football 
team. 

e.g. for me it would be  

SOPHIEMARYHERXHEIMER /CRYSTAL PALACE /POODLE 

but I’d write them all mixed up, like:  

RXSHCERYSPOERIARPALYHEHEIMCTALAOOPDLEME 

It helps if you have a lot of vowels! What can you find? 

There’s happy, moody, see, loop, poem, rhyme, peace, cries, simpers, me, topiary(!) 
heat, heath, health, hermit, polite, mercy… and of course, crystal, poodle and palace!  

Maybe my poem goes 

O CRYSTAL ROSE  
THIS APPLE CARROT DAY 
IS PALE: I SIT SO STILL, 

MY PALACE IS ALL AT  
PEACE LATELY 
I’M CHILLY AS A TOPIARY ARCH THO’ 

CAN I SEE MY OLD MAMA 
OR MY PROPER SHIP SHAPE POODLE ? 
I CRY TO A SPARE TREE 

THIS IS MY RHYMELESS POEM. 
THIS IS MY TIMELESS PLEA. 

Don’t worry if your name is very short and you don’t care about football, you could 
make up a fancy middle name, or use the name of your favourite film… 
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Good luck and happy poetry writing! 

There are lots more activities and information on the National Poetry Day website 
http://nationalpoetryday.co.uk/ 

 

Freedom Acrostic Poem 

An acrostic poem is a type of poetry where the first, last or other letters in a line 
spell out a particular word or phrase. As this year’s theme for National Poetry Day is 
“Freedom”, create acrostic poems using the word “Freedom”. 

To get ideas for the poem, you might like to take a look at the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child and discuss it with your group. You can find it in child friendly 
language at https://www.unicef.org/rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf  

 

Poetry aloud:  Chatterbooks poetry slam    

A poetry slam is a poetry competition. Poems are judged by the audience who 
give each poem a mark.   

 Get everybody to choose their favourite poems or write a poem of 
their own. 

 Make some score cards 1-5  

 Take turns in reading out the poems 

Hold rounds. In the first round the lowest score is knocked out; in the second round 
the lowest score is knocked out - and on and on until you have a winner 

 

Poetry Jigsaw 

 
You will need: 

 Some poetry books 

 A photocopier and paper 

 Scissors  

 Glue stick 

Choose some poems and photocopy them. Cut up the text and rearranging it! You 
can rearrange one poem or mix more than one poem together. The idea is not to 
reconstruct the original poem but to use the original poet’s material to create 
something completely new! 

http://nationalpoetryday.co.uk/
https://www.unicef.org/rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf
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The Poetry and the Poets  
 

 

Lost Magic: The Very Best of Brian Moses     
Brian Moses    
Macmillan  978-1509838769 

A beautiful hardback collection of the very best poems by Brian Moses. 
Includes 'Walking with My Iguana' 'The Lost Angels', 'Aliens Stole My 
Underpants', 'Behind the Staffroom Door', 'Lost Magic', 'The Sssnake 
Hotel', 'A Feather from an Angel', 'Cakes in the Staffroom' and many, 
many more. 

Brian Moses lives in the small Sussex village of Burwash with his wife 
Anne, and a loopy Labrador called Honey. 

He first worked as a teacher but has now been a professional children’s 
poet for 26 years. To date he has over 200 books published including 

volumes of his own poetry such as A Cat Called Elvis and Behind the Staffroom Door, and 
anthologies such as The Secret Lives of Teachers and Aliens Stole My Underpants. 

Brian also visits schools to run writing workshops and perform his own poetry and percussion 
shows.  

 

 

Reaching the Stars:  Poems about extraordinary Women and 
Girls 
Liz Brownlee, Jan Dean & Michaela Morgan    
Macmillan  978-1509814282 

This feisty collection of brand-new poems is a celebration of the 
achievements of women and girls throughout history. It includes poems 
about Malala Yousafzai, Rosa Parks, Margaret Hamilton, Ada Lovelace, 
Helen Keller, Mary Shelley, Edith Cavell and many more. 

Liz Brownlee is a poet and children's poet with work in over 60 
children's poetry anthologies in the UK. Liz especially loves to write 
about animals. 

Jan Dean is a poet and author with a great sense of humour, who has 
also written the funny and original Young Hippo series, The Slime Files. 

Michaela Morgan has written many popular books for children. Her work includes fiction, picture 
books, poetry and non-fiction. 
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Message from the Moon   

Hilda Offen 

Troika Books  978-1909991439 

A wonderfully witty rhyming romping collection of poems from Hilda 
Offen. Her first collection - Blue Ballons and Rabbit Ears - was 
shortlisted for the prestigious CLPE award for children's poetry. 

Hilda Offen is a children’s author and illustrator known for her prize 
winning picture books, stories for young readers and poetry. She won 
the Smarties Gold Award for her picture book Nice Work, Little Wolf! 
And her book The Galloping Ghost was shortlisted for the Roald Dahl 

Funny Book Prize and the Portsmouth Children’s Book Award. 

Hilda is a regular visitor of schools and libraries where her author sessions are very popular. She 
was born in Surrey and lived for the first part of her life on an entirely self-sufficient small-holding. 
She now lives in Brighton. 

 

 

How to be a Tiger 

George Szirtes 

Otter-Barry Books 978-1910959206 

"The tiger growls, its eyes ablaze, but we too have our tiger ways, we 
too can pad through the dark wood of the cosmic neighbourhood." 
Leap with hares, call out to the sun, run with the wind, pull silly faces 
with monkeys, watch out for the bear in the bathroom and meet a 
burping princess! A fantastic new collection for younger children from 
a prize-winning poet. These poems are perfect for curious young 
minds, ready for adventures. 

George Szirtes was born in Hungary and emigrated to England with his 
parents—survivors of concentration and labor camps—after the 1956 

Budapest uprising.  

Szirtes studied painting at Harrow School of Art and Leeds College of Art and Design. His first 
book, The Slant Door (1979), won the Faber Memorial Prize. Bridge Passages (1991) was shortlisted 
for the Whitbread Poetry Prize. Reel (2004) won the T.S. Eliot Prize, and his New and Collected 
Poems was published by Bloodaxe in 2008.  

Szirtes lives in England with his wife, the painter Clarissa Upchurch. 
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The Dictionary of Dads: Poems by Justin Coe 

Justin Coe & Steve Wells    
Otter-Barry Books 978-1910959169 

He's my Abracadabra dad He wows me with his wizardry Slips secrets 
up his sleeve To magic away misery Look out for Big Bad Dad and 
Caveman Dad, laugh at Daddy Disaster and Donkey Dad, feel sorry for 
Faraway Dad and look forward to Homecoming Dad. Then raise a cheer 
for Mum-Dad! There are more than fifty different dads in The 
Dictionary of Dads. Find your favourite - but watch out for Exploding 
Dad! This is a brilliant and funny debut collection from a poet who 
performs his work in schools and theatres across the UK, with witty 
illustrations by Steve Wells. 

Justin Coe is a performance poet with appeal for both children and adults. He is on a mission to 
reconnect poetry with people and people with poetry. He lives with his family in Southend-on-sea, 
where on a good day he can make out the coastline of Kent and the Isle of Sheppey, the land of his 
birth! 

Steve Wells is a Bath UK based graphic Designer and illustrator who works in publishing, branding 
and marketing. 

 

 

Moon Juice: Poems for Children 

Kate Wakeling and Elina Braslina 

The Emma Press  978-1910139493 

Meet Skig, who is meant to be a warrior (but is really more of a 
worrier.) Meet a giddy comet, which skids across the sky with its 
tail on fire. Put a marvellous new machine in your pocket, which 
promises to solve all of your life s problems. Kate Wakeling s first 
book of poems for children is full of curious characters and 
strange situations. The poems she writes are always musical, 
sometimes wistful, and full of wonder at the weirdness of the 
world. 

Kate Wakeling is a writer and musicologist based in Oxford. Her poetry has been published widely, 
including in The Guardian, The Best British Poetry 2014 (Salt) and The Forward Book of Poetry 2016 
(Faber & Faber).  Moon Juice is her first children’s poetry collection.  
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Werewolf Club Rules 

Joseph Coelho 

Frances Lincoln  978-1847804525 

Do not talk about Werewolf Club! 
You can howl about it 
But never talk. 
 
Do not walk to Werewolf Club! 
You can bound to it in moonlight 
But never walk. 
 
Find out the mysterious rules of Werewolf Club, how to look like a 

rainbow, what happens when puppies fall in love – and how to fold up your gran! This is an exciting 
debut poetry collection from a young poet who is already performing his work successfully at 
venues across the UK 

Joseph Coelho is a London based Performance poet and playwright. He has written plays for 
companies including: Soho Theatre, Polka Theatre, Theatre Royal York, Oily Cart, The Spark 
Children's Festival, Islington Community Theatre, Pied Piper Theatre Company and Pinhole Theatre 
Company. His plays have received special note from Soho's Verity Bargate Award and The 
Bruntwood Playwriting Competition. 

 

 

Adder, Bluebell, Lobster   

Chrissie Gittins & Paul Bommer 

Otter-Barry Books   978-1910959558 

If you add an adder to an adder they are prone to have a dance, they 
writhe around each other till the strongest gets a chance to PUSH the 
other down. Watch out for bossy Beetroot! Be enchanted by a Bluebell 
witch's thimble and spot a dive-bombing Lark or a cute Great-Crested 
Newt. From Adder to Wren, forty fantastic poems celebrate forty 
amazing animals, birds and plants and their beautiful names - which 
YOU can help poet Chrissie Gittins save from EXTINCTION. This is nature 
close up, exciting - and WILD. 

Chrissie Gittins was born in Lancashire and lives in Forest Hill in South London. She studied at 
Newcastle University and St Martin’s School of Art, and worked as an artist and a teacher before 
becoming a freelance poet/writer. She writes poetry, radio drama, short stories, and poetry for 
children.  
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Paul Bommer is a graduate of the National College of Art & Design in Dublin. He lives in Cromer, a 
small coastal town in North Norfolk, UK. With a talent for illustrating people and objects from 
English times gone by. Paul has created artwork for all kinds of uses including beer labels, delft-like 
tiles made out of board and acrylic paint, book covers and beautiful screen prints.  

 

 

 Dinosaurs and Dinner Ladies    

John Dougherty & Tom Morgan-Jones   

Otter-Barry Books 978-1910959565 

In dining halls of long ago, When dinosaurs sat down to dine, Did 
prehistoric dinner-ladies Keep them all in line? What's the REAL reason 
the dinosaurs died out? Can anyone rescue Class 2M from the wild 
dinner-ladies? And what will happen when Class 2M meet a lion? 

John Dougherty is a Northern Irish writer who now lives in 
Gloucestershire. He worked as a primary school teacher until 2004, 
when he became a full-time author. His first book, Zeus on the Loose, 
was shortlisted for the Branford Boase Award, and he is the author of 

the hugely popular Stinkbomb and Ketchup-Face books for primary-age children. John is chair of 
the UK Children's Writers and Illustrators Group of the Society of Authors. Tom Morgan-Jones is an 
award-winning illustrator based in Cambridge. His work is widely exhibited and internationally 
published, from children's books and magazines to satirical board games. His books for children 
include Mangy Mummies and Gory Gladiators in the Awfully Ancient series, five titles in the Short 
Sharp Shakespeare series and The Unlikely Outlaws by Philip Ardagh. 

Tom Morgan-Jones is an award winning illustrator based in Cambridge, UK. His work is widely and 
internationally published, from Children's books and magazines to satirical boardgames. 

 

 

Jelly Boots, Smelly Boots   

Michael Rosen & David Tazzyman 

Bloomsbury   978-1408873434 

A riotous celebration of words - silly words, funny words, words you 
only use in your own family, new words, old words, and the very best 
words in the right order. 

Michael Rosen was born in 1946 in north London. One of the best-
known figures in the children's book world, he is renowned for his work 
as a poet, performer, broadcaster and scriptwriter. As an author and by 
selecting other writers’ works for anthologies he has been involved with 

over 140 books. 

David Tazzyman was born and brought up in Leicester. He went on to study illustration at 
Manchester Metropolitan University in 1990 after which he went travelling in Asia for 3 years, 

http://paulbommer.blogspot.co.uk/
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drawing as he went. His career in children's book illustration began in 2006 when he was 
approached by Egmont to illustrate the Mr Gum series of books. This was an instant success and he 
says he feels very privileged to have worked with Andy Stanton. They won a multitude of awards 
for this series including The Red House Children's Book Award, two Blue Peter book awards for Best 
Book with Pictures and the inaugural Roald Dahl Funny Prize Award. He lives in south London with 
his partner Melanie and three boys. 

 

 

Little Lemur Laughing    

Joshua Seigal  

Bloomsbury 978-1472930040 

An exciting collection of poems from talented young poet Joshua Seigal, 
perfect for introducing children to poetry. 
 
Joshua Seigal is a poet, performer and workshop leader who spends his 
time visiting schools, libraries and theatres around the country and 
beyond. He has taken critically-acclaimed poetry shows to the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe, but usually ends up performing in front of his mirror, 
using a hairbrush as a microphone. 

 

100 Brilliant Poems for Children   

Paul Cookson 

Macmillan 978-1509824168 

From Paul Cookson comes 100 Brilliant Poems For Children, featuring the 
best of the absolute best. The essential poems for every child to read 
and enjoy. 
 
Paul Cookson spends most of his time visiting schools, performing his 
poetry and helping children to write their own poems. Paul has compiled 
lots of books for Macmillan (over 500,000 copies sold to date), 
including The Works, and has two collections of his own poetry. He 
supports Everton, and lives in Nottinghamshire with his wife and 

children. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roald_Dahl
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1066 and Before That – History Poems  

Brian Moses & Roger Stevens 

Macmillan 978-1447283942 

A fantastic collection of history poems that conjure up the sights, sounds 
and smells of the past - both the great events and battles, and ordinary 
day-to-day activities. 
 
Brian Moses lives in the small Sussex village of Burwash with his wife 
Anne, and a loopy Labrador called Honey. 

He first worked as a teacher but has now been a professional children’s 
poet for 26 years. To date he has over 200 books published including 

volumes of his own poetry such as A Cat Called Elvis and Behind the Staffroom Door, and 
anthologies such as The Secret Lives of Teachers and Aliens Stole My Underpants. 

Brian also visits schools to run writing workshops and perform his own poetry and percussion 
shows.  

Roger Stevens is a children's author and poet who visits schools performing and running 
workshops. Recent books are THE JUMBLE BOOK, compiled for Dyslexia Action and WHY 
OTTER'S DON'T WEAR SOCKS. Roger also runs the Poetry Zone, a website for children and 
teachers www.poetryzone.co.uk 

 

Crazy Mayonnaisy Mum  

Julia Donaldson & Nick Sharratt 

Macmillan 978-1447293224 

Crazy Mayonnaisy Mum is packed with all sorts of poems and rhymes 
including a sequence of number rhymes, action rhymes, noisy rhymes 
and more thoughtful pieces too. 
 
Julia Donaldson MBE is an English writer, playwright and performer, and 
the 2011–2013 Children's Laureate. She is best known for her popular 
rhyming stories for children, especially those illustrated by Axel Scheffler, 
which include The Gruffalo, Room on the Broom and Stick Man. She 
originally wrote songs for children's television but has concentrated on 

writing books since the words of one of her songs, "A Squash and a Squeeze", were made into a 
children's book in 1993 

Nick Sharratt has written and illustrated many books for children and won numerous awards 
for his picture books, including the Sheffield Children's Book Award and the 2001 Children's 
Book Award. He has also enjoyed great success illustrating Jacqueline Wilson books. Nick 
lives in Edinburgh. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axel_Scheffler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gruffalo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Room_on_the_Broom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stick_Man
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My Life as a Goldfish: and Other Poems  

Rachel Rooney 

Frances Lincoln 978-1847804822 

A monster’s lunch, a wolf boy, Monday mornings, monkeys, headlice, 
Christmas, making friends, goldfish – and lots more. Full of jokes, 
surprises and puzzles, but also sensitive and thought-provoking, this is a 
spellbinding new collection from the winner of the CLPE Poetry Award. 
 
Rachel Rooney trained as a special needs teacher and currently works 
with children with autism. She also teaches poetry workshops for West 
Sussex's Gifted and Talented Programme, and leads workshops in 
schools as a visiting poet. She has been shortlisted for the Belmont 

Poetry Prize and 60 of her poems have been published in children's poetry anthologies. The 
Language of Cat is her first book of collected poems. She lives in Brighton 

 


